FEDERATION FESTIVALS – OFFICIAL RATING AVERAGE CHART    JR 3-6

(Required for states using two or three examiners for each participant)

Instructions for Auditors: For each participant in any one event, clip together ALL Examiners Rating Sheets for that participant. In the lower left hand corner of the top sheet, write first the highest rating given, then the next highest, through the lowest rating given that participant. To find the AVERAGE RATING (the final rating given in the festival), check the recorded ratings on the top sheet with one of the charts shown below. (Ratings, as shown below, are Superior, Excellent, Satisfactory, Fair, and Needs Improvement.)

Chart for determining AVERAGE RATINGs when state uses two judges:
- Superior/Excellent ........................................ Superior
- Superior/Satisfactory ...................................... Excellent
- Superior/Fair ................................................. Excellent
- Superior/Needs Improvement ............................. Satisfactory
- Excellent/Satisfactory ....................................... Excellent
- Excellent/Fair ................................................ Satisfactory
- Excellent/Needs Improvement ............................ Satisfactory
- Satisfactory/Fair ............................................ Satisfactory
- Fair/Needs Improvement .................................. Fair

Chart for determining AVERAGE RATINGs when state uses three judges:
- Superior/Superior/any other rating .................. Superior
- Excellent/Excellent/any other rating ................ Excellent
- Superior/Satisfactory/Satisfactory .................. Excellent
- Excellent/Satisfactory/Satisfactory ................ Satisfactory
- Satisfactory/Satisfactory/Fair ......................... Satisfactory
- Superior/Fair/Fair ......................................... Satisfactory
- Excellent/Fair/Fair ......................................... Satisfactory
- Satisfactory/Fair/Fair ..................................... Fair
- Satisfactory/Satisfactory/Needs Improvement ...... Fair
- Superior/Needs Improvement/Needs Improvement ... Fair
- Excellent/Needs Improvement/Needs Improvement...... Fair
- Satisfactory/Needs Improvement/Needs Improvement ... Fair
- Fair/Needs Improvement/Needs Improvement .......... Needs Improvement
- Superior/Excellent/Satisfactory .................. Excellent
- Superior/Excellent/Fair .................................. Excellent
- Superior/Excellent/Needs Improvement ................. Satisfactory
- Superior/Satisfactory/Fair ................................ Satisfactory
- Superior/Satisfactory/Needs Improvement ............ Satisfactory
- Superior/Fair/Needs Improvement ................... Satisfactory
- Excellent/Satisfactory/Fair ............................... Satisfactory
- Excellent/Satisfactory/Needs Improvement .......... Satisfactory
- Excellent/Fair/Needs Improvement ................... Fair
- Satisfactory/Fair/Needs Improvement ................ Fair

(Photocopying of this form is permissible or download from www.nfmc-music.org)